In this article, we report quantitative preliminary data obtained from retrospective analysis of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) and combined PET–computed tomography (PET/CT) examinations in subjects ages 3 to 84 years pertaining to changes in the metabolism of skin, subcutaneous adipose tissue, visceral adipose tissue, and skeletal muscle with age, as well as age-related changes in skeletal muscle attenuation. We also propose a new method for identifying hypermetabolic brown fat on FDG-PET. Finally, we present a review of the literature regarding reported age-related structural and functional changes that occur in skin, fat, and skeletal muscle. Using FDG-PET, we evaluated 213 subjects for changes in the metabolism of skin, adipose tissue, and skeletal muscle with aging. Thirty-two separate subjects were chosen to measure maximum standardized uptake value (SUV) of hypermetabolic brown fat on dual-time point PET imaging. Finally, 15 subjects evaluated by PET/CT were selected to measure changes in metabolism and attenuation of skeletal muscle, and changes in metabolism of adipose tissue with aging. We found that skin, fat, and skeletal muscle all demonstrate significant ($P < 0.05$) increases in SUV with increasing age on PET imaging. Dual-time point PET imaging demonstrates increasing FDG uptake of hypermetabolic brown fat in various regions studied. Finally, our PET/CT studies revealed statistically insignificant ($P > 0.05$) decreases in SUV of adipose tissue with aging and the opposite trend in skeletal muscles ($P > 0.05$). Skeletal muscle attenuation in the various regions studied was found to significantly decrease with age ($P < 0.05$). Our study shows notable trends in metabolism and attenuation of skeletal muscle and metabolism of skin and adipose tissue that occur with normal aging. We hope that the methodologies and data we present here will serve as a useful starting point for those interested in conducting future prospective research on age-related changes in these structures.
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capillaroscopy all have been used to gather information about the changing composition of the epidermis and dermis as well as the vascular supply to these structures during the aging process. Nevertheless, studies have yielded conflicting data, and many have been inconclusive regarding normal structural changes that occur with aging.\(^1\)

Investigations evaluating changes in fat distribution and metabolism with aging have likewise been performed. However, many of these studies describe changes in obese subjects with type II diabetes mellitus (DM) rather than normal changes that occur in the absence of these pathologies.\(^2-4\)
There have been several studies used to investigate changes in skeletal muscle volume, composition, and blood supply with aging. However, many of these studies lack imaging data to support their analysis, and those that do often do not compare observations in different age groups. Quantitative anatomic and metabolic imaging of these structures in men and women of different ages and racial groups may therefore provide normative data that can help one to distinguish the expected changes related to aging from those caused by pathology, although the spectrum of normal changes and pathologic changes may sometimes overlap. Furthermore, quantitative imaging of structure and function may potentially produce a more reproducible assessment in clinical and research settings when compared with qualitative assessment.

In this article, we report quantitative preliminary data obtained from the retrospective analysis of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) and PET/computed tomography (CT) examinations of the chest, abdomen and pelvis in subjects ages 3 to 84 years to measure changes in metabolism of skin, subcutaneous fat and visceral fat, and changes in attenuation and metabolism of various skeletal muscles with aging. We also present a new technique for identifying brown adipose tissue using FDG-PET. Finally, we review the literature regarding what is considered normal structural and functional evolution in these structures with aging throughout a typical lifespan.

Materials and Methods

Institutional review board approval for retrospective data collection and image analysis along with a HIPAA waiver were obtained from the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania’s and the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia’s Institutional Review Board before study initiation.

Study Samples and CT and PET Scanning Techniques

PET
A total of 179 subjects (age range, 3-84 years, 88 men, 91 women, 116 white, 63 black) who had FDG-PET scans at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania (HUP) and who did not have any evidence of skin diseases were retrospectively included in the skin portion of our study. Another subset of 32 subjects were retrospectively selected for the study of brown fat (age range, 8-72 years, 14 men, 18 women) who had hypermetabolic brown fat activity on FDG-PET imaging confirmed by CT scanning. Subjects with greater FDG uptake in brown fat than in the mediastinal blood pool on attenuation-corrected PET images were selected for this study. Subjects with infiltrated injection sites, increased FDG uptake secondary to primary malignancies, or vascular or nodal abnormalities were excluded. A third subset of 34 subjects (age range, 3-80 years, 15 men, 19 women) who had at least one FDG-PET scan at HUP during 2005 to 2006 was retrospectively selected for the subcutaneous fat study. The PET scans were most commonly performed for current or previous malignancy, but all subjects with disease processes involving the abdominal wall or retroperitoneum were excluded. Subjects who had received radioiodine treatment for thyroid cancer more than 6 months before PET scanning were included if no morphologic abnormalities were observed on the previous CT scan.

PET was performed on a dedicated whole-body scanner (Allegro; Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA, or C-PET; ADAC UGM Medical Systems, Milpitas, CA). All subjects fasted for at least 4 hours to ensure a serum glucose level <150 mg/dL at the time of injection. After tracer injection, subjects rested on a comfortable chair during the FDG uptake period. PET was initiated 60 minutes after the administration of 140 μCi/kg (5.2 MBq/kg) of FDG through an intravenous indwelling catheter inserted into an antecubital vein. Sequential overlapping scans were acquired from the base of the skull to the mid-thigh, including the neck, chest, abdomen, and pelvis. Transmission scans using a 137Cs point source were interleaved between the multiple emission scans to correct for nonuniform attenuation. The images were reconstructed using an iterative reconstruction algorithm, and both attenuation-corrected and nonattenuation-corrected images were used.

In the portion of the study dedicated to the measurement of brown fat, all subjects underwent FDG-PET scanning and CT scanning on different occasions, with time intervals ranging from 0 to 18 days with a mean of 8 ± 6 days. Image acquisition for the whole-body PET scans started at a mean time point of 60 minutes after injection of 68 μCi/kg (2.5 MBq/kg) of FDG. This first scan (scan 1) after FDG injection covered the neck, thorax, abdomen, pelvis, and upper thighs and consisted of 4 to 5 emission frames of 25.6-cm length with an overlap of 12.8 cm covering a cranio-caudal length of 64 to 76.8 cm. A second emission scan (scan 2) was acquired at a mean time of 110 minutes after tracer injection (range, 100-120 minutes). A transmission scan was obtained with both sets of images for attenuation correction. Image reconstruction was performed with an iterative ordered-subsets expectation maximization algorithm with 4 iterations and 8 subsets. Attenuation-corrected images were obtained by applying transmission maps, which were acquired after FDG injection with a 137Cs source interleaved with the emissions scans.

Five pediatric subjects (4 male, 1 female) 3 to 8 years of age who had a minimum of 1 PET scan at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia during 2004 to 2006 also were included in the subcutaneous fat analysis. The PET scans were most commonly performed for current or previous malignancy, but all subjects with a current or previous history of any abdominal wall or retroperitoneal involvement were excluded.

PET was performed in pediatric subjects with a dedicated whole-body PET scanner (Allegro; Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA, or C-PET; ADAC UGM Medical Systems, Milpitas, CA). All subjects fasted for at least 4 hours, and serum glucose levels were <140 mg/dL in all subjects. All were asked to empty their bladders immediately before being scanned. No specific preparation was given to the subjects. PET was initiated 60 minutes after the intravenous adminis-
tration of a dose of FDG adjusted to the body weight (130 μCi/kg (4.8 MBq/kg) for the Allegro and 68 μCi/kg (2.5 MBq/kg) for the ADAC camera). Sequential overlapping scans were acquired to cover from the base of the skull to the mid-thighs, including the neck, chest, abdomen, and pelvis. Transmission scans obtained with a 137Cs point source were interleaved between the multiple emission scans to correct for nonuniform attenuation. The images were reconstructed with an iterative reconstruction algorithm, and both attenuation-corrected and nonattenuation-corrected images were used.

**PET/CT**

Fifteen subjects (age range, 14-83 years, 7 men, 8 women) had PET-CT scans performed at HUP in April through October of 2006. These studies were chosen to evaluate subcutaneous and visceral fat standardized uptake value (SUV), skeletal muscle SUV, and skeletal muscle attenuation in different age groups. Subjects retrospectively included in the study were those without any evidence of abdominal wall or retroperitoneal pathology and who had received no chemotherapy in the 3 months before the imaging study. PET/CT imaging was initiated using a 16-detector row LYSO PET-CT (Gemini TF; Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA). A scout image was initially obtained for subject localization. Whole-body CT axial images were obtained using a low-dose protocol (50-10 mAs) with a 5-mm slice thickness after the administration of oral contrast material. Subsequently, 3D PET data were acquired using 3-minute table positions. The PET acquisition included a time-of-flight and a dead-time correction as well as online delayed coincidence subtraction to correct for random coincidences. Rescaled CT images were used to produce attenuation correction values for the PET emission reconstruction.

**Image Analysis**

**PET SUV Measurement**

The maximum skin SUV (SUVmax) was measured by placing multiple regions of interest (ROIs) on axial slices about the skin of the posterior thorax, anterior abdomen, and posterior pelvis. In the chest, ROIs were placed on the skin and soft tissue of the posterior thorax through 5 slices passing through the mid-heart. In the abdomen, ROIs were placed on the anterior abdominal skin extending on the 5 consecutive axial slices originating from the lower edge of the liver. In the pelvis, ROIs were placed on the skin of the posterior pelvic wall through all slices involving iliac bone marrow. Computer generated mean SUVs representing the background activity for these regions were also noted.

In the subset of subjects included in the brown fat portion of the study, visual analysis of FDG-PET scans and CT scans of the corresponding areas were used to confirm the diagnosis of hypermetabolic brown fat. Maximum SUVs from 120 hypermetabolic brown fat foci were analyzed in standard fashion. SUVmax was calculated at the first time point and the second time point from axial images by placing ROIs around brown fat accumulations.

SUVs of the subcutaneous fat in the back and abdomen were obtained on FDG-PET and PET/CT scans by placing a 2-cm2 ROI on axial images at the level of the inferior pole of the right kidney in each subject. SUVs were measured in the abdominal subcutaneous fat at a point extending halfway from the midline to the midaxillary line bilaterally and in the regions of subcutaneous fat of the back directly posterior to the original ROIs on the same axial plane. Computer-generated maximum SUVs were recorded and averaged between the 4 sites for each subject.

SUVs of the visceral fat in the left and right retroperitoneal regions were obtained on PET and PET/CT scans by placing a 2-cm2 ROI on axial slices directly below the inferior pole of each kidney. Computer-generated maximum SUVs were recorded and averaged between the 2 measured sites for each subject. In the separate measurements of brown fat, maximum SUVs for 120 different locations between the 2 time points were measured, and the average percent change was calculated and recorded for each location.

SUVs of skeletal muscle were obtained on PET/CT scans in 3 separate regions. A 2-cm2 ROI was placed in the center of the psosas muscle on an axial plane inferior to both kidneys. Another 2-cm2 ROI was selected to measure scapular SUV at the midportion of the muscle on an axial slice inferior to the scapular spine bilaterally. A third 2-cm2 ROI of the infraspinatus SUV was measured on the same axial plans as those chosen for measurements of subcapsularis muscles. Computer generated maximum SUVs were recorded and averaged between the 2 sites for each muscle in each subject.

**CT Attenuation Measurement**

Muscle attenuation values (measured in Hounsfield units [HU]) were obtained from unenhanced whole-body PET/CT scans in the following manner: 2-cm2 ROIs were manually placed in the midportion of the psosas muscle inferior to the kidneys bilaterally, in the midportion of the subscapularis muscle anterior to the scapulae bilaterally, and in the midportion of the infraspinatus muscle posterior to the scapulae on the same axial slices as the subscapularis muscle. Average attenuation values for these ROIs were measured, and the average between the 2 sites was recorded for each subject.

**Data Analysis**

Partial volume correction was applied to generate corrected skin SUVs as described in the literature. Skin thickness was measured from CT images in the thorax, abdomen, and pelvis, and the values were averaged to 5 mm in all of these regions in all subjects. Partial volume corrected SUVmax of skin was then calculated using the following formula: Corrected SUVmax = ([measured SUVmax of skin − background SUVmean of skin]/recovery coefficient [RC] + background SUVmean of skin), where the RC for skin thickness was based on the sphere recovery function data for PET reported by Lubberink and coworkers.8

By using this mathematical formula, we were able to calculate the partial volume corrected SUVmax for the skin on each axial slice. We then summed these corrected skin SUVs from 5 axial slices in the posterior thoracic region and averaged them. We then repeated this procedure in the anterior
abdomen and posterior pelvis and calculated the average corrected SUVmax for each of these regions in each individual subject. Analyses of the partial volume corrected SUVmax of skin were subsequently performed to assess for changes with age, gender, race, and anatomic site as noted previously.

Average corrected SUVs of the subcutaneous fat, visceral fat, and skeletal muscle in various regions were correlated with the age of each subject. Mean skeletal muscle attenuation in all subjects also was correlated with age. All scatterplots were performed with Microsoft Excel software (Microsoft Corp, Redmond, WA). Linear regression curves and statistical analyses were performed with SPSS version 14.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). Pearson $r$ correlation values and two-tailed $p$ values were calculated, and statistical significance was considered to be present for $P$ values $<0.05$.

### Results

After partial volume correction, the maximum skin SUVs ranged between 1.35 and 6.75. The maximum skin SUVs for 3 different body regions were greater in the black population than in the white population ($P < 0.05$; Table 1). Maximum SUV measurements increased with age in the white population ($P < 0.05$) in all regions studied. A trend of increasing maximum SUV values with age did not reach statistical significance in the black population ($P > 0.5$). There were no statistically significant differences in corrected SUV measurements for any region between both genders. Data regarding skin SUVs for the 3 ROIs in both genders and both racial groups are provided in Table 2. Figures 1 and 2 contain data with the average partial volume corrected maximum SUVs of skin from all anatomic sites studied in white and black subjects, respectively.

Hypermetabolic brown fat, as demonstrated by increased FDG uptake on PET, was identified in 32 subjects and confirmed by CT in the supraclavicular region, axillae, cervical region, paravertebral area, mediastinum, and upper abdomen. Hypermetabolic brown fat was confined to the supraclavicular region in 6 subjects (4 adults older than the age of 30 years and 2 subjects younger than the age of 16 years). The other 26 subjects demonstrated a combination of 2 or more sites with hypermetabolic brown fat. Table 3 shows the body distribution of hypermetabolic brown fat in 32 subjects.

Table 1 Skin SUVmax on FDG-PET in Different Racial Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Skin SUV in White Subjects</th>
<th>Skin SUV in Black Subjects</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Posterior thorax</td>
<td>3.8 ± 1.0</td>
<td>4.2 ± 1.0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior abdomen</td>
<td>2.8 ± 1.0</td>
<td>3.4 ± 1.0</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior pelvis</td>
<td>3.1 ± 1.2</td>
<td>3.7 ± 1.1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Skin SUVmax on FDG-PET of Male and Female Subjects of Different Racial Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Skin SUV in Males</th>
<th>Skin SUV in Females</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior thorax</td>
<td>3.8 ± 1.1</td>
<td>3.9 ± 0.9</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior abdomen</td>
<td>2.8 ± 1.1</td>
<td>2.8 ± 1.0</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior pelvis</td>
<td>3.2 ± 1.2</td>
<td>2.9 ± 1.2</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior thorax</td>
<td>4.3 ± 1.1</td>
<td>4.0 ± 1.5</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior abdomen</td>
<td>3.2 ± 1.0</td>
<td>3.4 ± 1.0</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior pelvis</td>
<td>3.2 ± 1.0</td>
<td>3.9 ± 1.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Average partial volume corrected SUVmax of skin at all anatomic regions on FDG-PET in white subjects versus age.

Figure 2 Average partial volume corrected SUVmax of skin at all anatomic regions on FDG-PET in black subjects versus age.
Average subcutaneous fat SUV was found to increase with increasing age in PET subjects ($r = 0.62$, $P < 0.05$). Average subcutaneous fat SUV decreased slightly over time in subjects who underwent PET/CT, although these findings were without statistical significance ($r = -0.29$, $P = 0.83$). Average perirenal fat SUV also was found to increase with increasing age in PET subjects ($r = 0.47$, $P < 0.05$). The opposite trend was found in PET-CT subjects, but this trend was not found to be statistically significant ($r = 0.22$, $P = 0.42$).

Average psoas muscle and infraspinatus muscle attenuations in PET/CT subjects were found to significantly decrease with age (psoas: $r = 0.83$, $P < 0.05$; infraspinatus: $r = 0.63$, $P < 0.05$) whereas subscapularis attenuation showed a similar pattern although without statistical significance ($r = 0.48$, $P = 0.07$). Average psoas, subcapsularis, and infraspinatus muscle SUVs in PET/CT subjects showed an increasing trend with age, although none of these findings were statistically significant (psoas: $r = 0.39$, $P = 0.14$; subscapularis: $r = 0.43$, $P = 0.11$; infraspinatus: $r = 0.26$, $P = 0.35$).

Figures 3 and 4 are scatterplots of subcutaneous fat and perirenal fat SUV$_{\text{max}}$ measured from FDG-PET images correlated to subject age, respectively. Figure 5 shows SUV$_{\text{max}}$ versus age in the psoas muscle measured from PET/CT images, and Figure 6 shows the correlation between psoas muscle attenuation with age as measured on PET/CT studies.

### Table 3 Anatomic Distribution of Hypermetabolic Brown Fat on FDG-PET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brown Fat Site</th>
<th>No. of Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supraclavicular area</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraclavicular area + cervical</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraclavicular area + cervical + axillae</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraclavicular + cervical + paravertebral + axillae</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraclavicular + cervical + paravertebral + axillae + mediastinum</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraclavicular + cervical + paravertebral + axillae + upper abdomen</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediastinum alone</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper abdomen alone</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4 Maximum SUV and Dual-Time Point FDG-PET Data for Hypermetabolic Brown Fat in Different Anatomic Regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brown Fat Area</th>
<th>Range (Mean) of SUV$_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>% Change on Dual-Time Point Scanning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supraclavicular</td>
<td>2.4-12.4 (7.2)</td>
<td>-12-192%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical</td>
<td>2.3-7 (5.2)</td>
<td>-15-110%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axillary</td>
<td>2.5-5 (4.2)</td>
<td>-8-60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paravertebral</td>
<td>0.9-4.1 (3.1)</td>
<td>-20-40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediastinal</td>
<td>2.5-7 (4.7)</td>
<td>-10-70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper abdominal</td>
<td>2.9-3.8 (3.2)</td>
<td>0-35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion

#### Changes in Structure and Function of the Skin With Aging

Aging is a complex, multifactorial process resulting in structural and functional changes in the skin. These changes result from intrinsic and extrinsic processes, such as exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Recent advances in skin biology have increased our understanding of skin homeostasis and the aging process, as well as the mechanisms by which UV radiation contribute to photoaging and cutaneous disease.

Two types of aging, chronological skin aging and photoaging, have distinct clinical and histological features. Chronological skin aging is a universal and inevitable process characterized primarily by physiologic alterations in skin function. In this case, keratinocytes are unable to properly terminally differentiate to form a functional stratum corneum, and the rate of formation of neutral lipids that contribute to the barrier function slows, leading to dry pale skin with fine wrinkles. In contrast, photaging results from exposure to solar UV radiation, leading to premature aging of the skin, and the damage thus becomes apparent in sun-exposed skin.

Photoaging is a cumulative process that occurs based on the degree of sun exposure and the amount of pigment in the skin. UV irradiation induces matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) responsible for alterations in the collag-
enous extracellular matrix of dermal connective tissue, and the cumulative activity of these enzymes impairs the integrity of skin. Clinically, it is characterized by wrinkles, mottled skin pigmentation, roughening of the skin, and loss of skin tone. On a molecular level, UV radiation from the sun alters keratinocytes and fibroblasts, resulting in the activation of cell surface receptors that initiate signal transduction cascades. This in turn leads to a breakdown of collagen in the extracellular matrix, and a shutdown of new collagen synthesis.

Racial variability in skin anatomy and function is a popular area of study. Understanding normal racial differences in skin appearance and function is important in identifying and treating disease states in subjects of different racial backgrounds. The interpretation of ethnic differences in skin properties should consider not only anatomic and functional characteristics but also socioeconomic, hygienic, and nutritional factors. It has been reported that African skin has the largest quantity of melanin per milligram of epidermis in both photoexposed and unexposed regions. This trend was followed in turn by Indian, Mexican, Chinese, and European white skin. It was also found that the size of melanosomes was greatest in the African subjects and smallest in the European white subjects. Therefore, genetic differences in skin composition play a large role in ethnic differences in appearance and function of skin, irrespective of environmental influences.

Many tools have been used to better determine changes that occur in perfusion, pH, histologic appearance, and overall thickness of skin over time. They include microscopy, laser Doppler flowmetry, laser Doppler velocimetry, photoplethysmography, and intravital capillaroscopy. Several studies using these tools have suggested that aging may be associated with decreased cutaneous perfusion, particularly in photoexposed areas, although future studies with more subjects would be helpful in better clarifying this trend. Evaluation of skin pH has shown that it tends to remain relatively constant from childhood through to the age of 70 years, and then rises precipitously, particularly in the lower limbs. This increase in skin pH is believed to be caused by stasis and reduced oxygen supply in older individuals. Some concern has been raised, however, that techniques used to measure pH from biopsy specimens may provide falsely elevated values.

Ultrasonographic, immunohistologic, and electron microscopy studies of skin have demonstrated retraction of the epidermal papillae, leading to a flattening of the dermal/epidermal junction with age. In young skin, basal cells send numerous villous cytoplasmic projections into the dermis, giving the appearance of a tortuous dermal/epidermal junction. This typically continues until the sixth decade of life, at which time flattening at this junction begins to occur. This tendency toward flattening may cause aged skin to be less resistant to shearing forces. In addition, aged epidermis may demonstrate decreased proliferative potential and reduced absorptive capacity.

Studies of epidermal thickness have been somewhat inconclusive. One investigation in 34 women ages 18 to 69 years revealed an overall thinning of live epidermis on the back of the arm with increasing age, whereas another that examined changes in the dorsal forearm, buttock, and shoulder region in 71 people ages 20 to 68 years found no significant change in epidermal thickness with age. These investigators did, however, note a positive correlation between skin thickness, pigmentation, and blood content. Moreover, nonsmokers and male subjects also demonstrated a thicker stratum corneum (the most superficial layer of epidermis composed of dead flat keratinocytes) when compared with smokers and women.

Our current study evaluates the changes in metabolic activity in skin in both white and black subjects. SUVmax of skin from various regions of the body increases with age in both ethnic groups. Because subjects were not questioned about degrees of past sun exposure, these findings may be reflective of the influences of extrinsic factors such as UV radiation or intrinsic processes, although it is unclear as to what degree each of these processes has played a role in each particular subject. UV radiation leads to more neutrophil activity in the dermis with subsequent release of free radicals, MMPs, and impaired collagen production. Chronologic aging, although less well understood, is also believed to be caused by cumulative oxidative stress, increased activity of MMPs, and breakdown of collagen production. Increasing inflammatory activity and turnover of keratinocytes and other cells that...
reside in the epidermis and dermis may both, therefore, be responsible for the observed increase in metabolic activity in our study populations with age.

In the black population, where there is a greater proportion of melanin in the dermis, this trend appears to be less pronounced. These findings support the notion that increasing levels of pigment in the dermis attenuate UV penetration, thereby reducing the amount of free radicals, number of degradative proteins, and ultimately the degree of inflammatory activity that occurs in the skin with photoaging. Although darker-skinned individuals demonstrate less of a response to UV radiation, they likely still experience oxidative damage from chronological aging and, therefore, metabolic activity of the skin would still be expected to increase with age, just not to the same extent as in lighter-skinned subjects. This concept may explain why black subjects in our study showed a positive correlation of SUVmax of skin with aging, although not to the same degree as that of the white subjects we evaluated.

This portion of our study was limited in that it was retrospective in nature with a potential for sampling error. In addition, we did not have any information about previous sun exposure, which may have influenced the degree of metabolic activity in some of our study subjects. We also did not inquire about use of medications, smoking status, and other demographic factors that could have influenced our findings. In the future, it may be useful to conduct a prospective, longitudinal study where degree of sun exposure and other demographic information is available to demonstrate how much of those changes are due to natural aging processes versus other contributing factors.

**Changes in Structure and Function of Adipose Tissue With Aging**

White and brown adipose tissues represent counter players in the balance of energy metabolism. The main function of white adipocytes is to store excess energy in lipid form, which is then mobilized to other tissues in response to metabolic needs, especially in times of decreased caloric intake. Brown adipocytes use accumulated lipids obtained from ingested food as a source of chemical energy that can be released from cells in the form of heat. White adipose tissue can be subdivided into subcutaneous fat, located beneath the dermis throughout the body, intramuscular fat, surrounding skeletal muscle fiber bundles, and visceral fat, encasing various organs deep to the body wall of the chest, abdomen and pelvis. These different locations of white adipose tissue are distinguishable by cross-sectional imaging using CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

**Brown Adipose Tissue**

Brown adipose tissue plays an important role in cold-induced and diet-induced thermogenesis. The brown color is attributed to high vascularity and mitochondrial density. The mitochondria in brown adipose tissue exclusively express the thermogenic protein responsible for uncoupling respiration from adenosine triphosphate synthesis, leading to the dissipation of heat. FDG uptake in hypermetabolic brown fat on PET imaging occurs as glucose transporters are abundant in brown adipose tissue.

FDG uptake in the neck and shoulders have been observed on whole-body PET for many years and used to be attributed to muscle activity, particularly because this uptake usually resolved after the administration of a benzodiazepine, a muscle relaxant. However, combined PET/CT images subsequently revealed that, in some patients, these foci of FDG uptake were localized to adipose tissue rather than to muscle.

In the fetus and neonate, brown adipose tissue is abundant because it serves an important role in thermoregulation, and diminishes with increasing age because of reduced demands for thermogenesis. Our study did not include data about the prevalence of brown fat, but the age distribution of our study group demonstrates that hypermetabolic brown fat is more commonly found in children than in adults. The literature also reports that FDG uptake in brown fat is more common in women than in men, which is consistent with the female to male ratio in our study group of 19:13.

In our study, brown fat was distributed throughout the cervical, supraclavicular, axillary, paravertebral, mediastinal, and upper abdominal regions, which is similar to what has been reported previously. This distribution serves as a warming mechanism for the blood supply of vital organs, where cervical fat corresponds to the vascular supply of the head and neck, paravertebral fat corresponds to the spinal cord vascular supply, mediastinal and pericardial fat protect the heart and great vessels, and perirenal fat surrounds the kidneys.

Our investigation revealed that hypermetabolic brown fat in the mediastinum and upper abdomen was always associated with FDG uptake in brown fat in the more typical locations (supraclavicular, paravertebral, and axillary regions), and that this distribution is comparable with what has been previously reported.

Increased FDG uptake in brown adipose tissue in the neck can lead to a false-positive result of malignancy in 2.3% to 4% of patients, however, in our study, there were no cases of cervical brown fat that were misinterpreted as malignancy. Typically, the increased FDG uptake in brown fat in the cervical, supraclavicular, axillary, and paravertebral regions is bilateral and symmetric and is seldom confused with malignancy. However, hypermetabolic brown fat in the mediastinum and upper abdomen are more likely to be misinterpreted as a primary malignancy or nodal metastases due to its unusual location and frequently asymmetric distribution.

In our study, 6 subjects (19% total) had hypermetabolic brown fat in the mediastinum and upper abdomen, and in 3 of these subjects, increased FDG uptake in these locations was misinterpreted as nodal metastases on PET images alone but correctly interpreted when correlation with CT images was performed.

Dual-time point FDG-PET imaging has been reported to be a useful technique to help one discriminate between benign and malignant disease, with images obtained at 2 sequential time points after the administration of FDG. Hustinx and coworkers used dual-time point imaging for head and
neck tumors and demonstrated improved separation of malignant lesions from inflamed sites. Nakamoto and coworkers found that malignant lesions showed a significant increase in SUV over the course of time and that benign lesions showed a decrease in SUV over the course of time. Lodge and coworkers came to a similar conclusion in a study of 29 patients with various benign and malignant soft-tissue masses. Kumar and coworkers had applied dual-time point imaging in breast cancer and found that breast malignancies show increasing FDG uptake with time, whereas uptake of FDG in inflammatory lesions and normal breast tissues decreases over time.

Matthies and coworkers used dual-time point FDG-PET to evaluate pulmonary nodules and showed that this technique resulted in a very high sensitivity and specificity for detection of malignant lung nodules. Differences in levels of glucose-6-phosphatase and hexokinase within benign and malignant cells have been postulated as the underlying explanation for this phenomenon. However, our study is the first to document changes in SUVmax of brown adipose tissue on FDG-PET using a dual-time point imaging technique, and shows that brown adipose tissue is a nonmalignant lesion that tends to have increasing FDG uptake on dual-time point imaging.

The main limitation of this portion of our study is that we examined PET and CT examinations performed at different times rather than using combined PET/CT, which may result in the potential misinterpretation of increased FDG uptake by primary malignancy or nodal disease as hypermetabolic brown fat, as PET/CT has been reported to be superior to visual correlation between separate PET and CT scans. Additionally, we did not obtain biopsy confirmation of presumed brown fat in any of our subjects.

**White Adipose Tissue**

There is minimal published literature that describes the normal changes in adipose tissue with aging, and even fewer reports that discuss changes in fat metabolism in the absence of comorbid conditions such as type II DM. One 10-year longitudinal study performed in subjects ages 48 to 76 years at baseline did report an average of 1.1 kg increase in body weight over the course of 10 years in women and 1.0 kg in men, all of which was attributed to increasing fat mass. The same group of investigators revealed a decrease in overall skin thickness and arm and thigh girth, whereas waist circumference in women and hip circumference in men both increased over time. These findings suggest an overall decrease in subcutaneous fat over time, with possible redistribution to visceral fat, although the main limitation of this study was the lack of imaging data to support these trends.

Several investigations report changes in fat mass as measured by various imaging modalities. A 2-year longitudinal study in 65-year-old African-American women revealed a pattern of increased visceral adiposity as well as increased amounts of intramuscular fat content as determined by full-body MRI and magnetic resonance spectroscopy. A separate study compared gender and racial differences in fat and muscle composition by dual-energy radiograph absorptiometry scanning in subjects ages 70 to 79 years during a 2-year period. There was no detected difference in overall weight gain between racial groups, although men were found to have a greater increases in total fat mass than women, particularly in the adipose content of the trunk and extremities.

Most of the current literature documenting changes in the structure, distribution, volume, and metabolism of adipose tissue is focused on its relevance to obesity and the development of metabolic syndrome. One MRI study performed in a group of 150 subjects demonstrated notable differences in whole-body adipose tissue compartments in men and women as a function of age. All selected subjects had an increased risk of type II DM, but it was determined that there was a strong correlation between percentage of visceral adiposity and age, whereas subcutaneous adiposity remained virtually unchanged in men and only slightly increased in women. Older women also demonstrated a significant increase in intrahepatocellular lipids compared with men, whereas intramyocellular lipid content remained relatively independent of age in both genders. Another study found that both visceral fat and aging are independent risk factors for the development of type II DM. In a third study using FDG-PET and MRI, patients with abdominal obesity showed markedly reduced uptake of glucose in both skeletal muscle and adipose tissue, which was particularly pronounced in men.

Our study is the first to describe changes that occur in fat metabolism in the absence of type II DM. The results were interesting in that SUVmax of both subcutaneous and visceral fat measured by FDG-PET alone showed a positive correlation with age, whereas a tendency toward negative correlation was noted when measuring SUVmax on PET/CT studies. This discrepancy may be related to an artificial elevation of SUVs on PET images from PET/CT examinations related to the presence of beam hardening artifact from structures such as cortical bone on the CT images that are used for attenuation correction purposes. As such, SUVmax measured on PET/CT may be preferentially falsely elevated in younger subjects because of their greater density of bone (with an associated greater amount of beam hardening artifact) when compared with older subjects with less dense bone. We believe that if we were able to correct for this artifact, we would have seen a positive correlation between metabolic activity in both types of white adipose tissue with age, as demonstrated in subjects who had undergone PET imaging alone.

The increase in metabolic activity in visceral and subcutaneous fat with aging may reflect an increase in the body's efficiency in the long-term storage of energy as fat. This is supported by studies that show that weight gain is common as individuals progress through adulthood and beyond. Another potential explanation for this increase in metabolic activity is the redistribution of fat depots to other sites, such as muscle and bone marrow. This phenomenon has been hypothesized to be the result of reduced fat cell size and function and impaired differentiation of preadipocytes into fat cells with aging. If this is the case, the remaining adipocytes in the superficial fascia and surrounding organs become smaller and denser, leading to the misleading measurement.
of increasing metabolic activity of these tissues with aging, while individual cells may actually become less active over time as fat depots are redistributed to other regions of the body.

The major limitation of this portion of our study is the small sample size used in our PET/CT measurements, attributable to a limited number of qualifying studies performed at our institution, potentially leading to a selection bias in our results. In addition, limitations in spatial resolution of PET images may have led to sampling errors in our measurements, in particular in the measurements obtained in the perirenal space. Finally, our sample population only included subjects without insulin resistance. Although fat metabolism is likely altered in subjects with insulin resistance, possibly leading to obscuration of some of the above reported changes with normal aging, it would still be useful to conduct future studies to evaluate differences in fat metabolism between diabetic and nondiabetic subjects with increasing age, given the high prevalence of DM.

Changes in Structure and Function of Skeletal Muscle With Aging

Skeletal muscle is one of the most vascular organs in the human body and is also the most dynamic in its ability to substantially increase both blood flow and metabolic rate in response to physiologic challenges. Aging is associated with decrements in microvascular function and exercise tolerance, along with other structural and functional changes that typically begin in the fourth decade of life. In general, it is well established that skeletal muscle mass declines with age and that there is a concomitant loss of muscle strength. How-

ever, aging may selectively affect different muscles in different ways. In one study, histologic comparisons of human vastus lateralis and masseter muscles in both young adults and the elderly revealed that type I fibers become more circular in the masseter muscle with age but decrease in size in the vastus muscle. Meanwhile, type II fibers decreased only slightly in size in the masseter whereas they became very small in the vastus muscle.

MR, ultrasonographic, and near-infrared spectroscopic techniques have all been used to demonstrate reduced capillary density and maximal blood flow as well as decreased hyperemic flow response in muscle with aging. Decreases in rates of muscle protein synthesis such as of myosin heavy chain and mitochondrial proteins have also been reported. Furthermore, it has been shown that aerobic exercise, resistance exercise, insulin, and certain amino acids all enhance muscle mitochondrial biogenesis and protein synthesis, although severe dysfunction in these mechanisms may occur in patients with type II DM.

Cross-sectional imaging techniques have been used to examine the influence of age on skeletal muscle mass. One 12-year longitudinal study used CT to evaluate changes in skeletal muscle size in 9 healthy sedentary men over time. Significant reductions in the cross-sectional areas of all thigh muscles, including the quadriceps and hamstrings, were noted, and correlations were made to reductions in muscle strength. Muscle biopsies taken at the time of the imaging also demonstrated reductions in type 1 fibers and capillary-to-fiber ratios during the 12-year period. Another study using MRI reported a decrease in skeletal muscle mass beginning in the third decade of life, with a predominant loss of mass in the lower trunk and extremities in both men and women. A third study focused specifically on changes that occur in back muscles and the psoas muscle with aging on MRI. These investigators reported that although paraspinal muscle size uniformly decreased with age, intramuscular fat content increased. Psoas muscle also showed a decline in girth with age, although this was not associated with a corresponding increase in intramuscular fat deposits.

There have also been several studies showing physiologic changes that occur in human muscle during exercise and with insulin stimulation. One study reviewed spectroscopic and diffusion-weighted MR techniques to demonstrate water shifts that occur with increased perfusion in exercising muscle. Another study investigated the uptake of FDG in cardiac and skeletal muscle during various intensities of exercise on PET imaging. These investigators found that skeletal muscle glucose uptake rises in parallel with the intensity of exercise, whereas similar measurements in myocardial tissue revealed an increase in uptake with mild-to-moderate exercise, with eventual tapering and decline of uptake with high-intensity exercise, which suggests that skeletal muscle continually uses glucose as its main substrate, whereas cardiac muscle uses substrates other than glucose when exercise intensity is at its highest.

Metabolic imaging also has been used on a more microscopic level to better delineate individual steps of glucose transport into skeletal muscle in response to insulin stimulation. One group used 3 different tracers, ie, [15O]-H2O, [11C]-3-O-methyl glucose, and FDG, to contrast differences in glucose delivery, transport, and phosphorylation in 2 different skeletal muscles in lean fasting healthy subjects. Other researchers have investigated the use of PET imaging to determine abnormalities in glucose metabolism in patients with type II DM. One group compared lean, nondiabetic obese and type II diabetic obese individuals and showed a dose–response increase in glucose transport in skeletal muscles of the leg in response to insulin stimulation in both lean and nondiabetic obese groups, although glucose transport was shown to be significantly decreased in the diabetic group. In addition, glucose phosphorylation was found to be significantly impaired in both diabetic and nondiabetic obese subjects.

Despite some published literature using functional and metabolic imaging to study skeletal muscle in different populations, there are no studies comparing differences in skeletal muscle metabolism in different age groups. In our study, we evaluated not only differences in SUVmax of various skeletal muscles but also differences in attenuation on PET/CT. It has been described that skeletal muscle becomes less dense with age, a phenomenon that may be secondary to disuse atrophy, gradual changes in fiber type, and increasing amounts of intramuscular lipid deposits. In our study, attenuation in every muscle that was evaluated was inversely
correlated with age. Interestingly, SUV_max showed the opposite trend, increasing with age. Although decreasing attenuation can be explained by factors already described, it is unclear as to what would cause an increase in muscle metabolic activity with aging. Of note, none of our subjects had insulin resistance, and we attempted to select muscles that were most likely to be inactive at the time of PET imaging. One theory is that some of these muscles (eg, the psoas muscle) may be in a more constant state of contraction secondary to pain from degenerative joint disease of the thoracolumbar spine. Another possibility is that as the muscles become atrophic with age, the individual fibers and cells become more compact, leading to a falsely elevated measurement of higher metabolic activity, when in actuality metabolic activity is reduced on a cellular level. Future prospective metabolic and other molecular studies may be useful to better elucidate changes that occur on a cellular level in muscle with aging in normal healthy subjects.

The main limitations of this portion of the study were its retrospective nature and the small sample size. In addition, we did not evaluate subjects with type II DM. Further studies with a larger number of subjects may be useful to compare age-related differences in muscle metabolism and attenuation in subjects with and without this condition. It may also be useful to obtain data regarding the level of daily exercise and other factors that may influence muscle use.

Conclusion

Quantitative structural and functional imaging of skin, adipose tissue, and muscle using CT, MRI, and PET may help us better elucidate changes that occur with normal aging processes and provide a normative baseline when assessing patients for the presence of other pathologies. In this article, we reported quantitative preliminary retrospective data obtained from whole-body PET and PET/CT studies regarding changes in attenuation and metabolism of skin, various forms of adipose tissue, and skeletal muscle with age. In addition, we presented a review of the literature regarding reported age-related structural and functional changes that occur in skin, fat, and muscle. We hope that the methodologies and data we presented here will serve as a useful starting point for those interested in conducting future prospective research on normal age-related changes in these structures.
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